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1. Alice Champion is a current and active licensed professional engineer with many years of engineering design
experience as an employee in a consulting engineering firm. With the encouragement of her family, she decides to start
her own professional practice as a sole proprietor and uses “Champion Engineering” on her letterhead and business
cards. The naming is a clever play on words, and because Champion is her name, she mistakenly believes she won’t
have to obtain a “Certificate of Authorization” (CA) from the Board of Engineers. Why was she wrong about the CA?

 a. There is no exception for practicing engineering under her given name. 
 b. The exemption for practicing engineering under her given name is not valid because she is only using her last

name. 
 c. She does not qualify for the exemption because she appended the word “Engineering” to her name. 
 d. She was not mistaken. Champion is her given name, so she does not have to obtain a CA. 

2. Johann Apfelbaum, P.E. is the president of Apple Tree & Associates, Inc. He is licensed as an engineer and practices
both civil and structural engineering. He and a CAD drafter produce all of the civil, structural and architectural plans
for duplexes, small apartment buildings and strip malls for real-estate investor clients. His business card and stationery
read:  
Apple Tree & Associates, Inc.  
Complete Engineering and Architectural Services  
Is this lawful under Florida Statute 471.003?

 a. Yes, because architectural services are purely incidental to his engineering practice. 
 b. No, because architectural services may only be performed by a licensed architect. 
 c. No, because no engineer shall use the designation “architect” or any term derived therefrom.  

3. Sara McFitz inherits a thriving 1,920-acre mango grove from her father who was a professional engineer in addition
to being a gentleman farmer. Sara learned engineering and design skills working afternoons and summers in her father’s
office through her teen years and right up to the time that she went away to college to study agriculture. As the new
owner of the farm, Sara decides to create a new crossing of the private canal that bisects the land by installing a 60”
diameter culvert. The new culvert crossing will shorten the travel time for the farm maintenance employees and
equipment. She has had plenty of hydraulics training in agriculture school and her dad’s office, so she designs the
crossing herself. She knows that State law exempts a property owner from engineering licensure laws for improvements
to their legally owned property, but the building official refused to issue the permit without an engineer’s signature and
seal. Who’s right?

 a. Sara McFitz, the owner of the property 
 b. The Building Official 

4. Camron Burr, P.E. is a structural engineer and the inventor of “CamStand,” a popular rebar chair used to support
reinforcing steel during the pouring of concrete. Unless his client objects, he always specifies CamStand in his design
projects. He is careful to disclose the details of his conflict of interest to all clients in both his proposals and his
contracts where he includes assurances that the conflict will not influence his judgment or the quality of his service.
Does Camron Burr’s conflict of interest constitute misconduct under the Laws & Rules?

 a. Yes 
 b. No 
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5. Pleasant Parker, P.E. worked briefly for Bemus Brothers Engineering LLC but immediately resigned when she
learned that one of the partners routinely signed and sealed plans drawn by an offshore, unlicensed company, outside
his control and supervision. She decided to disassociate herself from this misconduct to avoid any hint that she was
involved. Is she guilty of misconduct for failing to report this violation to the Florida Engineering Management
Corporation?

 a. Yes 
 b. No 

6. Windy Torant, PE is a delegated engineer who specializes in the design of pedestrian bridges. After many years of
doing manual engineering calculations, she plans to switch to using software for the design and computer printouts as a
substitute for manual engineering calculations. The responsibility rules require that she:

 a. Only use software that she produced or was produced under her responsible supervision 
 b. Use only software that was produced by a Florida licensed engineer. 
 c. Verify the computer calculations with manual calculations 
 d. Accompany the computer printouts with design assumptions, identify the input and output information and sign

and seal the printouts as an indication that she accepts responsibility for the results. 
 e. Verify results through field-testing using test loads and strain gages to measure deflection. 

7. Maurice Cerisier is the owner and operator of “Cerisier Pumps and Piping” a supplier of pump station equipment for
the water and wastewater industry. Mr. Cerisier is not a licensed engineer, but he produces all of the shop drawings that
are used by the contractors to fabricate and install the pump stations. Do his shop drawings require the signature and
seal of an engineer?

 a. Yes 
 b. No 

8. Honor Sonnet, P.E. is a mechanical engineering consultant. A local municipal utility company retains her to revise
and update the drawings and specifications for a wastewater pump station that was designed by another professional
engineer. That engineer completed the job, signed, and sealed the plans before delivering the original drawings to the
client two years earlier. Honor’s assignment is to increase the capacity of the pump station by increasing the diameter of
the discharge pipe and the horsepower of the pump motors. As a successor engineer, Florida laws and rules require her
to:

 a. redraw the plans for the pump station entirely 
 b. recreate all calculations for all aspects of the pump station 
 c. redo all site visits and research 
 d. Both a and b 
 e. Both b and c
 f. All of the above 
 g. None of the above 

9. (Continuing with the previous question) Who will be legally and professionally responsible for the work?
 a. The client 
 b. The original engineer 
 c. Honor Sonnet 
 d. Honor Sonnet and the original engineer share the legal and professional responsibility for the work. 
 e. Honor Sonnet, the original engineer, and the client share the legal and professional responsibility for the work. 

10. (Continuing with the previous question) Whose title block must be shown on the revised plans?
 a. The original engineer 
 b. Honor Sonnet 
 c. Both
 d. The client’s title block only 
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